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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Power Bet Pro  
Win Bet - Redcar 15:00 - Rey Loopy @ 7/2  

The Pro Punter  
Win Bet - Gowran Park 18:45 - Clear Skies @ 2/1  

ARH Racing 
Win Bet - Lingfield (A.W) 15:40 - Red Striker @ 11/10  
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Are England A Good Thing To Win World Cup Group G? 


The last domestic fixture in the UK has now been played so the focus is now on the 
World Cup. England have friendly fixtures at home against Nigeria and Costa Rica 
and then the real action begins against Tunisia on June 18th. Tunisia and England’s 
opponents in their second group match, Panama, are the 30th and 31st biggest 
priced teams in outright World Cup betting. 


On rankings and form Saudi Arabia are only inferior to England’s first two 
opponents. The final fixture against Belgium in theory should decide the group and 
England’s match in the round of the last 16. Experience has taught us not to expect 
the outcome to be so straightforward but ENGLAND are 5/4 with Ladbrokes to win 
Group G so at those odds are you a backer or layer?  


In the past British men’s tennis was an embarrassment like the England national 
football team can be at times. Andy Murray changed all that but he didn’t come 
through the system. He moved to Spain as a youngster and he is self made rather 
than being a result of investment in the sport in the UK. 


In Murray’s absence Kyle Edmund is Britain’s best hope in the French Open.  He 
reached the semi-finals of the Australian Open earlier this year but is yet to win an 
ATP World Tour title. EDMUND is 10/11 with William Hill to beat Alex De Minaur in 
straight sets in the first round of second Grand Slam tournament of the season.    


It’s the Epsom Oaks on Friday and the Derby on the same track the following day. 
The Derby is the most important and prestigious Flat race in the world so it’s not a 
surprise that the racing is relatively ordinary at the start of the week. The two 
meetings in Ireland both offer over £100,000 in prize money while the five Flat cards 
in the UK are worth no more than £65,000 to connections. The richest race of the 
day is at Gowran Park at 6.45. TURRET ROCKS is racing at a lower grade than in 
the past and can win this race at 9/4 with Coral.  
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Carroll, King And Bailey Ready To Strike - By High Roller 
Racing


Three trainers who are showing signs of producing winners galore over the 
next couple of weeks are attracting my attention. Tony Carroll, Alan KIng and 
Caroline Bailey are all very capable trainers in their own rights at producing 
winners so I think it folly to ignore them.


Tony Carroll as horses on the level and over jumps. His team seem in form and 
building up to a good spell which we need to take notice of. Recent victories 
for Oeil De Tigre and River Dart plus some good placed efforts encourage me 
to think this team are to be carefully watched. River Rule has an entry at 
Brighton after being placed there recently. Falcon Cliffs are Wedgewood 
Wonder plus Wiley Post attracted my eye when going through Tony Carroll’s 
entries for the coming week. Could I suggest that you look at how many 
entries a trainer has for a horse and watch where he places that horse 
hopefully in will give clues to the horses potential to win. Ignore Tony Carroll 
and it could prove expensive. I back every horse to small stakes when Tony 
runs them in a seller or a class7 race.


Alan King is running more on the flat than ever before but we know him mainly 
as a jumps trainer. Alan has career bests recently for two horses on the flat 
and they are Berlinger and Outofthequestion the first named, Beringer, looks 
one to follow as his stamina gets drawn out. A lot of Alan’s entries over the 
next week are over jumps but he does have two entries which it could be 
prudent to follow them Giveaway Glance and Parmenter who look ready to 
win. Watch Alan’s entries and runner for both codes as he is in good form.


Caroline Bailey had her last winner at the end of April when Malapie won at 
Towcester but that’s not to say she is out of form as most of her horses have 
been running credibly. McCabe Creek ran a personal best and is one to look 
for. Caroline has a small yard but I think she will be in the winners enclosure a 
few times in the next week or so. Note that Warriors Prince and The Captain 
could be one’s to step forward. Take note of the horses from this yard and it 
could pay dividends.


High Roller had a good start to the week and if you want to join us FREE and 
pay only £10 if you win then follow the link below. Good luck.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Some really good bets to come some over the next few days. We continue in 
top form and land ANOTHER HUGE GAMBLE 16/1 into 7/1 sp as 
ALLBARNONE wins at Cartmel at what could be huge prices with horses kept 
under the radar. 


A really exciting time, I think this is the month that we will see us make new all-
time highs. 70% + Return On Investment this month and after a number of flat 
months we are due much more. Check our chart after any period of flat of 
losing months we make steady gains. This is the start month of hopefully a 
very profitable cycle so now is a great time to join. 


JOIN US NOW AND MAKE THE RIGHT INVESTMENTS 

Tuesday’s Jockey In Focus  

JOHN EGAN has a strong set of rides lined up today including 2 for Malcom 
Saunders who is in flying form. The hardest of his rides to see win would be 
Lutine Charlie the 11yo with Emma Owen. He has further wins in him, but he is 
also a very in out performer. The sort that could pop up any day at a huge 
price. It’s hard to see it today but I will include in an each way lucky 15 just in 
case but my main bet will be the John Egan Trixie.


Today - 6:20 Sarangoo 

Today - 7:50 Roy Rocket 

Today - 8:50 Titus Secret 


All run at Brighton and all have a pretty good chance you can make it each 
way if you prefer a bit of safety but I will be playing on the nose. I will only 
spend 1.2 points on the bet though. 


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus  

Brighton 8-20 Handicap (Class 6) 8f - There is a big shout here for FINTECH 
this lightly raced 4yo has always been well thought of at home and although he 
hasn’t shown much yet this late maturing type should improve consistently for 
the next few years. The horse should be around 80 rated by the end of the 
year if things go according to plan. 2 runs on turf came on slower ground than 
ideal and this quick Turf should suit the horse. Connections are on early. 10/1 
is fair enough. 


Redcar 3-00 Handicap (Class 5) 8f - Shamaheart is coming down to a 
backable mark now and may have an each way chance in this class 5 race the 
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horse is currently over priced at 16/1 in fact anything above 10/1 can be 
considered value. Connections are having an each way punt but that’s not 
really my style I need 25/1 plus odds to consider each way plays, so I’m going 
on the nose! 


We have another exciting bet today around 12/1 on the account but I don’t 
want the price to collapse for our investors so that is only available for 
subscribers.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00!
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